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All-dielectric metasurfaces, comprising arrays of high permittivity resonators, have emerged as a 

promising alternative to the use of lossy metal-based metasurfaces.  These metasurfaces exploit the 

dipolar Mie resonances of the constituent resonators to tailor the amplitude, phase, and spectral content of 

transmitted and reflected wavefronts.  For example, appropriate resonator design allows spectral overlap 

the electric and magnetic dipole Mie resonances and leads to high efficiency Huygens metasurfaces.  

Furthermore, the resonator geometry can be spatially graded to allow for beam steering and desired 

polarization control.  Semiconductor materials are attractive candidates for use in dielectric metasurfaces 

since they exhibit large permittivities below their bandgaps and resonators can be exquisitely fabricated 

using precise epitaxy and powerful semiconductor nanolithographies.  In this presentation, we will 

describe our efforts to develop semiconductor-based metasurfaces for a wide range of active and passive 

applications.  We have developed and demonstrated resonator designs that lead to high quality-factor 

(Q~600) Fano resonances which can be utilized for numerous spectral filtering, sensing, and modulation 

applications.  We have also established a process that allows us to fabricate all-dielectric metasurfaces in 

the III-V semiconductor system.  This allows us to access the beneficial photon emission and second-

order nonlinear optical properties available in the III-V system. Indeed, we have recently demonstrated 

the resonant enhancement of second harmonic generation from GaAs-based metasurfaces when the pump 

wavelength is chosen to coincide with the resonator’s electric and magnetic dipole Mie resonances.  Other 

applications of semiconductor metasurfaces will be presented. 
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Figure 1: Measured reflectivity 

spectra for a)Silicon- and 

b)GaAs-based metasurfaces 

exhibiting high quality-factor 

Fano resonances.  The insets 

show SEMs of the resonator 

elements. 

Figure 2: Measured second 

harmonic generation spectrum 

for a GaAs-based metasurface.  

The experimentally measured 

linear reflectivity spectra of 

the sample are used as the 

background. 


